The Valpolicella Experience
At Gargagnago, in the heart of the classic Valpolicella
winegrowing district, the country guest house Antico
Casale Bergamini offers you warm and attentive
hospitality in B&B accommodation.
Ideal for those who love the peace and tranquillity
of a small village, it is strategically located half way
between the city of Verona and Lake Garda (15
km).
A country house dating from the mid 17th century
has been restored in such a way as to maintain the
stone architecture typical of the Valpolicella, combining tradition with modern comforts to ensure a
perfectly relaxing holiday in a rural retreat.

The Antico Casale Bergamini opens on to a large
garden where guests can spend their time in complete tranquillity. In summer they can use the swimming
pool or relax in the poolside area with its deckchairs
and sun umbrellas.
The B&B in the Antico Casale Bergamini is part of
the Bergamini vineyard, which nowadays continues
to produce the grape varieties typical of this area
– Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara – that are used
to make the wines Valpolicella Classico, Valpolicella
Superiore, Recioto and Amarone.

The Rooms and Breakfast
Guests are offered a choice between 6 double
rooms (named le Prunee, i Coppi, gli Innamorati, il
Portico, l’Olivo and le Papere) and 3 suites (le Rondine, la Corte, le Rose). Every room has been beautifully furnished with careful attention to detail, so as
to offer guests the maximum comfort.
The rooms have exposed roof beams and fine
curtain fabrics, with floors in parquet or else tiled
in traditional “cotto antico” tiles. All rooms are
sound-proofed and have independently controlled
heating and air conditioning, and complimentary
internet connection. There is a TV set, a small refrigerator and a safe in each room.

All rooms have a private bathroom with shower
and hairdryer, with towels for use in the bathroom
and towels for the swimming pool.
The 3 large and spacious suites are ideal for families.
They have a comfortable living area with cooking
facilities and a dining table, with a divan bed and a
double bed in the gallery area.
Our guests are welcome to use the comfortable
reading room with fireplace on the ground floor,
the well-lit living room with antique furnishings on
the first floor, and the reserved parking area inside
the property.
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